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1. Introduction 

When selling banner space to advertisers, web publishers typically choose among two pricing 

models: pay-per-view (PPV) and pay-per-click (PPC). Mangani (2004) examines the pricing 

strategy when web publishers are price takers in the market for banner advertisement.1 His 

main conclusion is that the distribution of editorial revenues between PPV and PPC “depends 

on the elasticity of access and actions with respect to the quantity of advertising” (p. 295). In 

particular, his result suggests that web publishers should choose a combination of the two 

pricing models, and that the share of advertising sold through each model then should depend 

on the relation between elasticity of “views” and “clicks” to advertising.  

We revisit this pricing issue, but arrive at different conclusions. First, our main result is that a 

price taking web publisher should choose either PPV or PPC, and not a combination of the 

two. Second, only under the strict condition that the click through rate equals the ratio of PPV 

to PPC market prices, may the web publisher choose a combination. However, in this case, 

the share of advertising sold through each model is irrelevant. Finally, we find that when the 

click-through rate is increasing in amount of advertising, the web publisher will choose a 

higher level of advertising than under PPV, and vice versa.  

2. Model 

Following Mangani (2004), the market prices for web publishers selling advertising space on 

their web sites are given by the market and equal to 1c  per view and 2c  per click. The 

assumption that web publishers are price takers implies a great number of homogenous web 

sites catering to a certain segment of consumers. A large number of advertisers are interested 

                                                 

1 For a more extensive discussion of the web publisher market, see Mangani (2004). 
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in exposure, but value a “view” less than a “click”; 21 cc < . The latter means the consumer 

takes action by clicking on the banner advertisement to read more about the advertisers’ 

product.  

Assuming zero costs, the web publisher is faced with the task of maximizing revenues from 

advertising given by: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AACcAANcAR 21 1 αα −+=   (1) 

where 10 ≤≤ α  is the share of banners paid with the PPV model. A  is the quantity of 

advertising on a webpage and is considered to be continuous. ( )AN  is the number of visits to 

the web site (“views”) which is assumed to be decreasing in A . ( )AC  is the number of clicks 

which is always less than number of visits, ( ) ( )ANAC < , since the former always precede the 

latter, but a visit may not always result in a click. Mangani (2004) considers both a direct and 

an indirect effect of advertising on the number of clicks. The direct effect is assumed to be 

positive as more advertising increases choice and also curiosity by the viewer. However, the 

increase in advertisement reduces the number of visits ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ <
∂
∂ 0

A
N  which in turn reduces the 

total number of clicks, and this indirect effect is assumed to dominate such that 0<
∂
∂

A
C .2 

Mangani (2004) does not explicitly include this indirect effect in (1). Neither do we, as doing 

so would reduce tractability without altering our conclusions.  

                                                 

2 Like Mangani (2004) we assume that the objective function in (1) is concave which seems like a reasonable 
assumption. 
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As prices are given by the market, the web publisher only has two choice variables; the choice 

of advertising amount, A , and of pricing model, α . Following the steps of Mangani (2004), 

we get the following first order conditions: 

 ( ) ( ) 021 =−=
∂
∂ AACcAANcR
α

  (2a) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 01 21 =⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ +
∂
∂

−+⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ +

∂
∂

=
∂
∂ ACA

A
CcANA

A
ANc

A
R αα  (2b) 

Rewriting (2a), we get:  

 ( )
( ) 2

1

c
c

AN
AC

=    (3) 

Expressing (2b) in terms of elasticities, we get: 

 [ ] ( ) [ ] 0111 ,2,1 =+−++ ACAN cc ηαηα   (4) 

where AN ,η  is the elasticity of visits with respect to amount of advertising, and AC ,η  is the 

elasticity of clicks with respect to amount of advertising. By combining (3) and (4), Mangani 

(2004) derives the following expression for the optimal share of banners paid by PPV:  

 ( )
ACAN

AC
ANAC

,,

,
,,

1
,

ηη

η
ηηα

−

−
=   (5) 

Mangani (2004) states that this equation “clarifies the factors on which, in the optimum, the 

ratio between PPV and PPC depend.” (p. 299). Although we agree that the optimal quantity of 

advertising will depend on the elasticities, we do not agree that the same can be said for the 

choice of pricing model. Note that the total revenue function (1) is linear in the share of 

banners sold through PPV, α . Looking at (2a) from which (3) stems, this condition simply 

shows that for an interior solution to exist, ( )1,0* ∈α , total revenue must be the same 

whether the web publisher uses strictly PPV or strictly PPC for a given level of advertising, 
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A . Only if this is the case, will it also be optimal to choose a combination of the two pricing 

models. Indeed, when (2a) holds, the web publisher is, by implicit assumption, indifferent 

between the two pricing models as well as any linear combination of the two. This means that 

there is no unique optimal α , contrary to what might be inferred by (5).  

We think that a more appropriate interpretation of the optimization problem is as follows. 

Neither number of visits to the web-site nor number of clicks is dependent on pricing model. 

Rather, the optimization must be done in two stages. First, maximize revenue under each 

pricing model separately. Second, choose the pricing model which yields the highest revenue. 

From (4) we have that the optimal quantity of advertising under pure PPV ( )1=α  and under 

pure PPC ( )0=α  are given by the following conditions: 

 ( ) 1*
, −=PPVAN Aη    (6a) 

 ( ) 1*
, −=PPCAC Aη    (6b) 

Hence, the amount of advertising should be such that in optimum, the demand for views and 

clicks should be unit elastic with respect to advertising. This implies that the marginal 

revenue to the web publisher from an additional ad is zero, and is analogous to the familiar 

condition for revenue maximization for a single product.  

Substituting the optimal advertising amounts ( *
PPVA  and *

PPCA , respectively) back into the 

revenue expressions and comparing the maximized revenue for each model will reveal which 

pricing model should be adopted. Specifically, PPV should be adopted if ( ) ( )**
PPCPPV ARAR >  

and vice versa.  
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Mangani (2004) states that “The publisher will advertise until condition (3) has been 

satisfied.” (p. 299). The left side in (3) is the so-called click-through rate which may be 

defined as:3 

 ( ) ( )
( )AN
ACAw =                    where ( ) [ ]1,0∈Aw  (7) 

Mangani’s statement suggests that the click-through rate is endogenous in advertising. In a 

manner of speaking, this still places the burden of optimization on advertising. First, by (2a) 

the level of advertising must be set such that the click-through rate equals the ratio of the 

given PPV to PPC market prices. However, the optimal level of advertising is also solved for 

in condition (2b). Thus, the same level of advertising must simultaneously solve (2a) and 

(2b). Indeed, the following three conditions must be present. First, the click through rate 

equals the rate of PPV to PPC. Second, this occurs for a level of advertising which maximizes 

revenues both under PPV and under PPC. And third, the revenue under pure PPV and pure 

PPC are equal.4 It seems unlikely that all these conditions would be met by chance. However, 

should this still be the case, the web publisher will be indifferent between the pricing models. 

The intuition behind this is that internet users who visit the web site are only influenced by 

the amount of advertising on the site ( )A . They are not influenced by the web publisher’s 

choice of pricing model ( )α  which is invisible to them. Hence, a shift from one pricing model 

to another will only affect revenue through changing the weighted average of the revenue 

totals from pure PPV and pure PPC. 

                                                 

3 The click-through rate is thought to be related to position on the web-site. A position high up (or near the result 
from a query) is assumed to have a higher click-through rate than a position lower on the screen (e.g. Edelman et 
al., 2007). We do not consider that dimension. 
4 If not, total revenues could be improved by shifting advertisers to the pricing model with the higher total 
revenue. 
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Before discussing an endogenous click-through rate, we consider the implications of an 

exogenous click-through rate. If the click-through rate is exogenous, ( ) wAw =  such that 

0=
∂
∂

A
w , then (1) and (3) give us the following results.  

 

Proposition 1:  If a price taking web publisher has a click-through rate which is constant and 

less than the ratio of PPV to PPC prices, it should always choose PPV, and vice versa. 

 

The intuition is that for any given amount of advertising, if ( )
( ) 2

1

c
c

AN
ACw <= , then it must also 

be that ( ) ( )ANcACc 12 < . Hence, the click-through rate is too low relative to the price ratio to 

compensate the revenue loss from converting an advertiser from PPC to PPV. Note that the 

pricing method influences neither the number of views nor the number of clicks. 

 

Corollary 1:  If a price taking web publisher faces a click-through rate which is constant and 

equal to the ratio of PPV to PPC prices, the choice of pricing method is irrelevant. 

 

The intuition for corollary 1 is that for any level of advertising, converting advertisers from 

PPV to PPC will reduce the number of payments by the click-through rate, but this is exactly 

offset by the higher percentage payment per click.  

We now turn to the implications of an endogenous click-through rate. In this case, the level of 

advertising will influence the rate at which views are turned into clicks. An endogenous click-

through rate will not influence the optimal level of advertising under pure PPV as the number 
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of clicks will not have any revenue impact. However, it will influence the optimal level of 

advertising under a pure PPC pricing. Rewriting the revenue function, we get:  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AANAwcAACcAR PPC
22 ==  (8) 

Maximizing (8) with respect to A  yields the following first order condition:5 

 ( )AwAN ,, 1 ηη +−=    (9) 

Note that if the click-through rate is exogenous (i.e. 0, ==
∂
∂

AwA
w η ), (9) reduces to (6a). This 

gives us the following result: 

 

Proposition 2:  The optimal amount of advertising for a price taking web publisher who faces 

a constant click-through rate is the same for both PPV and PPC. The optimal amount of 

advertising should be set such that 1, −=ANη . 

 

The intuition is that since the click-through rate is unaffected by the amount of advertising, 

and subsequently independent of the number of visits, the same amount of advertising will 

maximize revenue under either pricing method. Still, the best choice of pricing method is 

given by proposition 1. An illustration of this is given in Figure 1.  

 Insert Figure 1 about here 

                                                 

5 The second order condition expressed in terms of ( )AC  requires that ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∂
∂

−< 2

22

, 2 A
C

C
A

ACη . 
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The upper half of Figure 1 shows linear “demands” for visits and clicks with respect to level 

of advertising. For linear demand, the elasticity of number of visits with respect to advertising 

is minus one at the midpoint. This corresponds to condition (6a), and condition (9) when 

click-through rate is constant. At this point, the amount of advertising is maximizing revenue 

under both PPV and PPC as illustrated in the lower half of the figure. The total revenue for 

the optimal level of advertising in the illustration is higher for PPV because 
2

1

c
cw < . As 

illustrated by the vertical line segment between the maxima under either pricing method, there 

is no linear combination of pricing methods which can increase total revenue beyond that of 

pure PPV. 

 

On the other hand, if the click-through rate is endogenous, (9) yields the following result:  

 

Proposition 3:  If the click-through rate is increasing (decreasing) in the amount of 

advertising for a price taking web publisher, the web publisher should set a higher (lower) 

level of advertising under PPC than under PPV.  

 

The intuition is as follows. From (9) we see that when advertising has a positive effect on the 

click-through rate ( )0, >Awη , the optimal level of advertisement occurs when the number of 

visits is more elastic to advertising. In this case, the greater the amount of advertising, the 

more sensitive the number of visits is to a change in advertising. Thus, (9) implies a higher 
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level of advertising under PPC than under PPV, and vice versa.6 An illustration of such a case 

is given in Figure 2 where the click-through rate is assumed to be decreasing in the amount of 

advertising.  

 Insert Figure 2 about here. 

As suggested in Figure 2, when the click-through rate is decreasing in advertising, this leads 

to a lower optimal level of advertising under pure PPC than under pure PPV. Further, the 

figure illustrates the point that a comparison of maximized revenues under each pricing 

method is required to determine which is optimal as stated in Proposition 1. In this case, as in 

Figure 1, PPV is preferred. Again this is by assumption on click-through rates relative to the 

PPV to PPC price ratio. As illustrated by the vertical line segment between the revenue curves 

in the lower part of the figure, there is no linear combination of the pricing methods which 

can yield higher total revenue. 

3. Conclusion 

We have analyzed the choice of pay-per-view (PPV) and price-per-click (PPC) when a web 

publisher is a price taker in the market for advertising banners, and the number of visits is 

decreasing in advertising. The main result is that the web publisher should always choose 

either PPV or PPC. If the click-through rate is constant and less than the ratio of the PPV to 

PPC prices, the web publisher should choose PPV and vice versa. Only if the click-through 

rate is equal to the price ratio, is the choice of pricing model irrelevant. Regardless, the web 

publisher should set the amount of advertising such that the elasticity of visits with respect to 

advertising is unit elastic. 

                                                 

6 We assume that the right-hand side of (9) is always negative. 
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If the click-through rate is endogenous, and increasing (decreasing) in advertising, the amount 

of advertising should be higher (lower) under PPC than under PPV. The choice of pricing 

method should be based on a straightforward comparison of maximized revenues under each 

pricing method. 

In closing, the pricing issue we have analyzed begs the question: why should web publishers 

have to choose between the two pricing models? An alternative could be to charge a price per 

view and then an additional fee per click. We leave this for future research. 
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Figure 1 Visits and clicks are linear in advertising and click-through is constant and less 

than the ratio of PPV to PPC prices, i.e. 
2

1

c
cw < . 

 

 

( ) ( )ACAN ,  

A  

( )AR  

( )( ) ( )AANcANR 1=  

( )( ) ( )AACcACR 2=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AACcAANcAR 21 1 αα −+=  

A  

( )AC  

( )AN  

*A  

1, −=ANη  

1, −<ANη  
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Figure 2 Visits and clicks are linear in advertising and click-through rate is decreasing. 

 

( ) ( )ACAN ,  

A  

( )AR  

( )( ) ( )AANcANR 1=  

( )( ) ( )AACcACR 2=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AACcAANcAR 21 1 αα −+=  

A  

( )AC  

( )AN  

1, −=ANη  

1, −=ACη  

( )AR  

*
PPVA  *

PPCA  
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